Interaction through Online Forum and Its Analytical Study Using Text Mining
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ABSTRACT—This research study proposes a cluster analysis of discussion forums using a text mining technique which uses a graph formalism to represent relevant terms found in a text, as well as their relationships. In proposed approach is based on the comparison of graphs. Students centered methods, such discussion are more effective in developing higher order of intellectual skills and problem solving skills. This research process the intervention in which teachers try to mediate the debate by motivating and challenging those who posted the relevant contributions and to participate more. This research results using text mining approaches where to concentrate. The discussion forum students follow general discussions, contributions and to had better understand how to mediate forums discussions as to support students learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technology is increasingly being embraced as an efficient tool which provides increased flexibility for learners in higher education. Computer-mediated communication is a key element of Web Based Learning systems and strategies. Online discussions are one of the most important applications of computer-mediated communication in e-learning environments. This is because they provide an asynchronous collaborative learning environment where interaction takes place between group members, and they have been included in many learning management systems. Assessing students’ contributions hence becomes difficult and time-consuming for the course instructors. Most methods of assessing students’ participation in online discussions follow a strictly quantitative approach that does not necessarily correlate with learning or students’ effort. Indeed, this may encourage students simply to post frequent messages, without making a serious attempt to address the problem under discussion.

In online forums, teachers suggest a discussion topic to students who, in turn, present their reports. Depending on the topic, on the learner’s profiles, on the interest raised by the theme, forums may contain hundreds or only a few contributions. Some of these messages may present favorable arguments or opposing ideas concerning the topic of discussion. While some of the texts do not present relevant ideas concerning the topic, other contributions are meaningful as they deal with important concepts by either citing or relating them.

2. RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Broadly speaking there are several reasons to embark on text mining: to enriching the content in some way; to enable systematic review of literature; for discovery or computational linguistics research.

Text mining can be used to improve the indexing of text. This is especially useful for publishers since they can create indexes more efficiently. They can also add value in a digital environment by creating links from articles to relevant further reading.
Text mining can help a researcher systematically review a much large body of content and do it faster. There is considerable demand for this kind of text mining in the online learning environment: Furthermore, text mining can help researchers keep up with their field and reduce the risk that they miss something relevant.

3. TEXT MINING

Text mining is the raw material for this research. This area appears to be driving a very large part of the current activity in text mining. Around half of the publishers recently surveyed have been approached by researchers in this field requesting permission to mine their content. This is also the area where the most progress is being made in developing new tools and techniques.

This study aims at verifying a viable way to help teachers check relevant contributions posted in discussion forums. In this approach, teachers can observe how learners interact in the discussion and, by doing so, they may identify less significant texts.

The benefits of using online discussion forums and peer to peer learning for enhancing student learning are well known. Other than in full online courses, their adoption in traditional learning environments complementing face-to-face teaching is increasing and has now become a common educational strategy in higher education. In fact, interest in using online discussion forum as an indicator of students’ performance is increasing. online discussion forum and case study analysis in teaching a postgraduate elective unit to accounting and other business students. The objective is to combine the benefits of case study method of teaching with online discussion forum to enhance the quality of learning while making this an assessment component in order to ensure active students’ participation.

Traditional forums do not provide functionality to re-order responses based on correctness, they merely list responses chronologically. Moreover, users are free to respond with non-answers such as: “I have this same problem!”, “Can you provide more information?”, “No idea, good luck.”, and “Thanks, that solved it.” None of these responses constitute answers to the original poster’s question. New visitors with the same question must invariably sift through non-answers to find answers. This often leads to the creation of a new thread with the same question and the ubiquitous non-answer response.

4. FORUM DEVELOPMENT

Online forum is the discussion area now a day the most of the conversation area is the forum the many fields are in the forum discussion each area they have one forum to discuss about their product and the clarification. This chapter we discuss how we developed the forum for the education area. The heading wise we discuss the development of the forum.

Here researcher developed that online forum for the education side. All the students are having many questions to ask to professor so the time and the professor availability not there in the college hours so the students not getting their answer with time and they not able to fulfil their answers. Here all the students can able to register in the forum and they can rise their questions in the forum. Some students have some ideas they will reply for the posts. Our staff also registered in the forum so they can give some idea in the forum so the student gets answer in both the side (student or staff) they will get their posts reply.

This study is relevant due to the importance of doing a qualitative evaluation of the messages registered by students in online discussion forums, that is, meaningful contributions concerning the theme being debated. Quantitative analysis is simpler to be implemented, for instance, when verifying the participation rate of learners and the extent of the discussions. However, according to Mazzolini, it does not represent an adequate way of portraying contributions in a forum. For teachers, qualitative analysis is essential so that they carry out a close assistance of how learners are building their knowledge. Moreover, it allows teachers to verify the real contribution of each student, observe and interfere in the discussions.
5. FORUM DISCUSSION

In online forums, teachers suggest a discussion topic to students who, in turn, present their reports. Depending on the topic, on the learners' profiles, on the interest raised by the theme, forums may contain hundreds or only a few contributions. Some of these messages may present favorable arguments or opposing ideas concerning the topic of discussion. While some of the texts do not present relevant ideas concerning the topic, other contributions are meaningful as they deal with important concepts by either citing or relating them.

Participation in discussion forums is an important learning activity in distance education, allowing the teacher to identify important information about their pupils. For teachers, forum analysis is essential as a means to provide a closer view on how learners build their knowledge. Moreover, it allows teachers to verify the real contribution of each student, observe and interfere in the discussions. However, in the case of very large groups, analyzing students’ posts can be quite time consuming. Thus, a content analysis technique may be helpful to teachers as to enable them to focus more on finding out why some students have not discussed important concepts related to the main topic.

A potentially useful intellectual tool for researchers is the ability to make connections between seemingly unrelated facts and as a consequence create inspired new ideas, approaches or hypotheses for their current work. This can be achieved through a process known as text mining.

6. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

Analysis of data involves styling the tabulated material in order to determine inherent facts or meanings. Analytical techniques have contributed greatly in gathering, organizing and interpreting text data. The processing of text data through analytical calls for competence in the use of analytics methods and for understanding of concepts that underline their development and their application.

The data collected have been analysed text mining with the help of R studio. The analysis of the study is divided into two parts namely preliminary analysis and major analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slno</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Replies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Post 1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Post 2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Post 3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Post 4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Post 5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1
First finding the word frequency, word cloud and hierarchical clustering for the number of posts taken by sample in the college forum.

The most of the bold or highlighted words are the maximum possibility words or possible way the questions occur in the practical viva vise time. Use of the most repeated values are the most possible questions so the text mining used to represent the most asking questions and hints of the post.

The number of posts taken from the forum areconcuded that the given word cloud diagram. The maximum number of users the posts are related to the education oriented because the students concentrate their studies compared to the extra curricular activites so the teachers should note these from the research then they concentrate those students and participate in the forum higher in the education side.
7. CONCLUSION

Interest in using online discussion forum as an indicator of students’ performance is increasing and behavior. The initial experiments made for this paper show that text mining using graph representation can be applied in the creation of relevance indicators for forum messages. With such analysis at hand, students have a tool that may help them follow relevant contributions made by learners in discussion forums. There is further scope for study on Student and faculty in the forum conversation.
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